Recently, a method to bound the steady-state availability using the failure dist ante concept hsa been proposed.
In particular, they cannot support in a general enough way important dependencies in the components' behavior which realistic availability models have to consider. These dependencies are caused by imperfect fault coverage, impact of the system configuration on fault, fault/error handling, and repair processes, and repair queuing. All these dependencies can be incorporated using stochastic processes [6] . Stochastic processes models can be solved using either numerical methods or simulation. We assume known: a) the failure events of the model, b) for each failure event e, an upper bound &b(e) for the sum of the rates of all failure transitions involving exactly the components in e from any state of the model, and c) a lower bound g > 0 for the repair rate from any state # o of the model.
We will denote by E the set of failure events of the model and by E, the set of failure events of the model with cardinality i. The class of models under consideration is quite large and encompasses, for instance, all the models which can be speeified with the SAVE modeling language [11] . Let fl be the state space of X and let D be the subset of down states of X. Since X is ergodic, pi = limt-.~P [X(t) = i] is well-defined. The steady-state availability is given by:
A=~pi. Since A is typically very close to 1, we will use the steadystate unavailabtity:
UA=l_A=~pi.
:ED Let G and U be, respectively, the generated and nongenerated portion of Q. The bounding method proposed in [5] with F = O can be justified by considering the regenerative behavior of a modified CTMC X, taking as regeneration points the times at which the modified X enters o from U.
The modified X is obtained from the original X by adding; to U clones of the states s E G -{O}, accounting for the visits to the cloned states between exit from G and hit tcõ . The modified X has the structure depicted in Figure 1 , where uk includes the states in U with exactly k failed cornponents and, because of assumption 2), X haa a nearest, neighbor structure in U. In the following we will refer tc, the modified X simply as X. ,. restriction of the tranmtlon rate matrix of X to G (~tj = Jij, t#j, CCii= -2/) and by q = (6i@)t~G the initial probability row vector of YG, the mean times to absorption row vector of YG, -r= (~i)ieG, can be obtained by solving:
From r, TG and CG can be obtained as:
Let N denote the number of components of the system. The upper bound [Tu] ub is computed using the same submodel, Y;, as in [18] , shown in Figure 2 , where each aggregate state u~accounts for the subset uk and -f:
Let T(k) denote the mean time to absorption of Y; with initizd state~k (see [5] for an efficient computational procedure). The probability that X exits G folIowing a transition from i c G to some state in uk can be computed as:
Let .,=~vi>k
i~G be the conditional exit distribution from G of X through the subsets Uk.. Then: from upper bounds C(k, d) for G'u conditioned to exit of G through Uk,d. The probability that X exits G following a transition from i to some State in Uk,d can be computed as:
(lo)
Let (11) be the conditional exit distribution from G through the subsets Uk,d. Then:
The bounds C(k, d) are obtained using an iterative improvement procedure which starts with
be the redundancy level of the system, i.e., the minimum number of components which have to be failed for the system to be down. Then, C(k) is computed as the mean reward to absorption of Y; with initial state u~with the reward rate structure~(~k) = I(k~L). At each iterative step, the C(k, d) bounds are revised following increasing values of k and, for each k, increasing defined by:
) is computed as:
:EFC j=O
The iterative procedure considers only feasible (k, d) pairs, i.e., pairs satisfying
The correctness of the procedure to obtain the bounds [ (15), (16) The use of ar-act ive instead of actresp provides a 3-fold reduction in the CPU times and makes small the overhead associated to the maintenance of the set T.
The implementation of the bounding method requires the computation of the failure distance from the states in the frontier of U. In addition, we also have to compute the failure distances from the successors in U of the states in the frontier of G (required to obtain the transition rates i,U~,~).
A trivial computation of these failure distances based on (9) can be time consuming if the number of minimal cuts is large.
Most of the frontier transitions will be typically of the failure type.
To compute more efficiently the failure distances associated to these failure transitions we have introduced the concept of after minimal cut.
The after minimal cut associated to a minimal cut m and a failure event e E E is m' = m -e. Let AMCe be the set of after minimal cuts associated to failure event e, i.e., AMC.
= {m'lm' =m-e, mEMC', m~e #~). Then, the failure distance from any state reached froms through a failure transition with failure event e, ad(s, e), can be obtained as:
Using (19) instead of (9) scheme can be used to compute ad(s, e), e 6 E, assuming knowledge of d(s).
To reduce the overhead associated to the control of the algorithm we use one bound and index the selectors for all the failure events of the model together.
The bound is initialized using the after failure distances from the state o with all components unfailed. The algorithm is:
Algorithm to compute ad(s, e), e c E for (each e c E) ad(s, e) = min{d(s), ad(o, e)}; adub = maxeizE{ad(s, e)}; for (increasing after minimaJ cut order c while c < adub + IF(s) I){ r = min{lt, c-adub+ 1}; Let P be the set of bags of order T included in l'(s); for (each p c P){ for (each after minimal cut m' with Im'1 = c and p C m'){ Let e be the failure event associated to m'; ad(s, e) = min{ad(s, e), Im' -F(s) l};
,} These algorithms have been implemented and integrated with the state space exploration algorithms. They are used as follows.
d(o) and ad(o, e), e 6 E are computed using (9) and (19). The failure dktances from the generated states are kept in the state descriptions.
When a state is expanded, failure distances from the new states reached through failure transitions are computed using the algorithm for ad(s, e), e c E; the failure distances from the new states reached through repair transitions are computed using the algorithm for d(s Figure 3 . The system includes two processor types (A and B), two sets of dual-ported controllers with two controllers per set and six disk clusters with four disks. Each set of controllers controls three clusters.
Each processor type has three spares. The system is operational if at least one processor of any type is unfailed, at least one controller in each set is unfailed and at least three disks in each cluster are unfailed. Thus, the redundancy level is L = 2. A failure in the active processor A is propagated to the active processor B with probability 0.10. Processors and controllers fail with rate 1/2000, disks fail with different rates from one cluster to another. These rates are 1/6000, 1/8000, 1/10000, 1/12000, 1/14000, and 1/16000.
Any component is failed in one of two modes with equal probabilities.
The repair rate is 1 for one mode and 0.5 for the other.
Components are repaired by a single repairman who chooses components at random from the bag of failed components.
Unfailed components continue to fail when the system is down.
The second example is a modified version of the first in which the number of controllers in each set is increased to 3 and the disks in each cluster to 5, without modifying any other aspect. The redundancy level of the second example is L = 3. The unavailability of the first example is 3.319 x 10-6; the unavailability of the second one is 4.727 x 10-9. Waved versions of those algorithms were proposed to overcome the problem.
It remains however to see if waving deteriorates significantly the state space exploration and how the control parameter BR affects the efficiency of the algorithm.
These issues are explored in Tables 3 and 4 which give the number of states and CPU times required to achieve several relative bands for the basic and waved for the example with L = 2, algorithm CONT-TG with BR = 0.1, and target relative band = 10-4 (6,249states), the totsJ number of minimal cut touches was only 5,786 for R = 2, i.e., less than one touch per state.
A trivial computation of the failure distances based on (9) would involve about 100 touches per state (the structure function has 9 minimal cuts, the model hss 11 failure events and 10 repair events, but only a few repair events have associated transitions when few components are failed). The algorithms consumed a 0.9%of the total CPU time and the part which depends on the number of minimal cuts only a O.1%. Thus, we feel that models with many more minimal cuts than the 9 of the example can be managed with small overhead.
Conclusions
State space exploration is attractive because: 1) it allows a precise adjustment of the size of the generated state space to the accuracy requirements for the bounds, and 2) it can, potentially, reduce the size of the required state space. Several heuristics can be used to guide the state space exploration.
In this paper we have proposed and analyzed the 
